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Tan ASL, Rees VW, Rodgers J, Agudile E, Sokol NA, et al. Effects of exposure to anti-vaping public service announcements among current smokers and dual users of cigarettes and electronic nicotine...
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Seidenberg AB, Jo CL, and Ribisl KM. Differences in the design and sale of e-cigarettes by cigarette manufacturers and non-cigarette manufacturers in the USA. Tobacco Control, 2016; 25(e1):e3–e5. Available from: http://tobaccocontrol.bmj.com/content/25/e1/e3.abstract
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O'Dowd A. Doctors criticise new advertising rules that allow celebrities to endorse e-cigarettes. British Medical Journal, 2014; 349. Available from: http://www.bmj.com/content/349/bmj.g6180

Glantz S. A content analysis of e-cigarette manufacturer websites in china shows similar misleading claims as elsewhere. Center for Tobacco Control, Research and Education, University of California, San Francisco 2014. Available from: https://tobacco.ucsf.edu/content-analysis-e-cigarette-manufacturer-websites-china-shows-similar-misleading-claims-elsewhere
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18B.2.5 Packaging of E-cigarettes
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Creighton A. Smokers cough up $16bn for tobacco. The Australian, 2018; (8).


No authors listed. Global substance abuse and addiction treatment market - should reach nearly $4.4 billion in 2021 - research and markets Business Wire, 2017. Available from:
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No authors listed. E-cigarette market size to be worth USD 44.56 billion by 2024: Hexa research


No authors listed. $50+ billion global e-cigarette and vaporizer market analysis, trends & opportunities - industry forecast to 2025 - research and markets. Sector Publishing Intelligence 2016. Available from: http://www.sectorpublishingintelligence.co.uk/news/1383804/3650%2B+billion+global+ecigarette+and+vaporizer+market+analysis+trends+opportunities+industry+forecast+to+2025++research+and+markets
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No authors listed. Ash comment on vapour love sponsorship. ASH UK 2017. Available from: https://www.thesun.co.uk/living/4288944/pageant-girl-7-faces-backlash-after-a-vaping-company-sponsor-her-100-to-promote-their-shop/


Keegan N. Smoke without fire?Pageant girl’s mum faces backlash after a vaping company sponsor the 7-year-old £100 to promote their shop. The Sun, 2017. Available from: https://www.thesun.co.uk/living/4288944/pageant-girl-7-faces-backlash-after-a-vaping-company-sponsor-her-100-to-promote-their-shop/
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Glantz S. E-cigs drop off hollywood's a-list. Center for Tobacco Control Research and Education (UCSF), 2016. Available from: https://tobacco.ucsf.edu/e-cigs-drop-hollywoods-list
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No authors listed. Most complained-of ads were in 2014. Yahoo! News, 2015. Available from: https://uk.news.yahoo.com/most-complained-ads-were-2014-001558373.html#TNrrb4q


Mathews T. The brand behind the bold and provocative ad campaign 'we love smokers' PR Web 2015. Available from: http://www.prweb.com/releases/2015/03/prweb12561864.htm
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No authors listed. Electronic cigarettes international group launches the first ‘blending boutique’ with their vip® brand in the united kingdom to surpass over 120 shops and outlets in europe
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18B.2.2 Effects of e-cigarette advertising on adults

Rahhal N. Is hip hop fueling vape culture? 50% of rap videos feature e-cigarettes, weed and tobacco as researchers warn the industry ‘targets minorities’. Daily Mail, 2018. Available from:
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No authors listed. Teens are 16 times more likely to use juul than older age groups. Truth Initiative, 2018. Available from: https://truthinitiative.org/news/teens-are-16-times-more-likely-use-juul-than-older-age-groups
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